INTRODUCTION
This book is an attempt to make sense of Jesus as one whose intentions were decisively shaped not only by Jewish restoration eschatology but also by his own creative reworking of restorationist expectations. This tack is neither new nor unguided by presuppositions. The attempt to relate Jesus in some way to Israel's hope of national restoration has been a key feature of much recent work on Jesus.
1 Foremost among the guiding principles of this approach to Jesus are the convictions (1) that Jesus must be understood within first-century Palestinian Judaism and (2) that Jesus' intentions are substantially accessible. Though they run counter to much Jesus-related scholarship of the twentieth century, these convictions have become foundational to the so-called 'Third Quest' for the historical Jesus and form the basis of the present study. 
1.1
Issues and questions
Present and future
All studies of history are historically positioned. This applies not least to the study of Jesus as a figure of history. The present study was initiated at the end of a century which began with the work of J. Weiss and A. Schweitzer, whose studies have served as either guide or foil for much of what has followed. Weiss' and Schweitzer's portrayal of Jesus as a prophet of the end of the world attracts few adherents today, but the perception of Jesus within the milieu of Jewish eschatological expectation continues to command broad adherence. Of course there are exceptions. Proponents of a Cynic Jesus tend, not unexpectedly, to conclude that Jesus was also non-eschatological. 3 But agreement that Jesus must be understood within the framework of Jewish eschatology leaves much undecided. Granted that Jesus' ministry and message were decisively shaped by eschatology, the question remains: in what way?
One of the central questions of twentieth-century scholarship on Jesus was whether, and the degree to which, Jesus could be said to have held a realized eschatology. Few today would want to follow C. H. Dodd in seeing Jesus' eschatology as fully realized. In fact, if the way Jesus' eschatology is understood changed substantially over the course of the last century, the perception that Jesus expected an imminent end of some sort seems very much the same. To be sure, most would acknowledge a certain realized dimension to Jesus' eschatology. 4 But for many scholars the realized aspect of Jesus' eschatology in no way occupies the centre of his thought. Rather it is often made subservient to his imminent expectation: Jesus proclaimed a kingdom that was so near that he could sometimes speak as if it were already present. As H. Merklein puts it, 'die Gottesherrschaft primär eine futurische, d.h. noch ausstehende Größe ist, und . . . die Aussagenüber ihre Gegenwart sich von ihrer Zukunft her bestimmen und nicht umgehehrt.' 5 For this reason, G. Beasley-Murray speaks of the common tendency to subordinate the presence of the kingdom to its futurity, 'evident when, for example, the work of Jesus is regarded only as a "sign" of the coming kingdom, or an "adumbration" of it, or the "dawning" of the kingdom (an ambiguous term, apparently intended to exclude the light of day) '. 6 Much of the discussion of Jesus' eschatology has naturally turned on the meaning of Jesus' proclamation of the 'kingdom'. Unfortunately, the term is far from unambiguous and fierce debates continue about the meaning and authenticity of not a few of the sayings in which it occurs. But even if one concludes that there are authentic sayings which indicate a view of the kingdom as both present and future, it is not clear what this means in concrete terms. The fact that the term 'kingdom' is understood primarily as an abstraction contributes to the ambiguity; to say that through Jesus 'the reign of God' was already at work in the world is not to say very much in view of the realia of Jewish eschatological expectation. Perhaps one of the reasons that most of the emphasis has fallen on the futurity of Jesus' eschatology is that so few of the concrete expectations which characterize Jewish expectations for the eschaton seem to have come into existence through Jesus' ministry.
It is here that the exploration of specific features of the eschaton within Jewish restorationism offers a way to advance the discussion of the extent of realization in Jesus' eschatology. The harbinger of such an approach may perhaps be seen in Sanders' attempt to make the restorationist expectation of a new Temple central to his understanding of Jesus' aims.
7 But the question needs to be posed more clearly: what were Jesus' intentions in relation to key constitutional features of the eschaton as anticipated by Jewish restorationism?
National judgement and final judgement
Part of the century-long emphasis on imminence within Jesus' eschatology has been the insistence that Jesus proclaimed the imminence of final judgement, a grand assize at the beginning of the eschaton in which individuals would be called to account, not least for their response to Jesus' message. Consequently, a common assumption has been that texts which speak of judgement relate to Jesus' expectation of an imminent final judgement of individuals. Through much of the twentieth century, it was not possible to think of any other sort of judgement. The existentialist Jesus of Bultmann, like the end-of-the-world Jesus of Schweitzer, confronted individuals with a crisis of decision in the face of an imminent judgement of individuals; such a Jesus harboured no intentions toward the nation. Such conceptions of Jesus and final judgement remain remarkably strong. Though there is now more awareness that Jesus' aims were profoundly oriented toward the nation, Jesus' words of judgement are often construed not as an announcement of approaching national judgement but as a warning that those within the nation who refuse to respond would not escape the final judgement of individuals. 8 Thus, it is commonplace for scholars to see Jesus pronouncing judgement against the Jewish leaders or against unresponsive individuals within the nation but not against the nation as such. For some scholars, Jesus' warning that some Jews will be judged in no way alters Jesus' full participation in expectations that 'all Israel' would be restored. 9 For others, Jesus' announcement of judgement is national only in that Jews are declared to be as lost as Gentiles in the face of the imminent final judgement of individuals. 10 The assumption seems to be that if Jesus proclaimed the imminence of the final events, including Israel's restoration and final judgement, there simply was no time for another iteration of national judgement. But however much this assumption may seem to follow necessarily from Jesus' imminent eschatology, is it correct?
In the recent work of N. T. Wright this assumption has been turned on its head. For Wright, final judgement has receded almost completely from view. Jesus announced Israel's restoration as the end of exilic national judgement but warned those who failed to heed his message of imminent national judgement.
11 Wright seems to invest this national judgement with climactic significance -he does not portray it as a return to exile -but it is decidedly not final judgement to which Jesus refers. Rather, Wright is concerned to show that Jesus' message of judgement corresponds to the nationally oriented message of the prophets. However, he does not grapple with the profound difference between the prophets' understanding of the relationship of national judgement to restoration and that he posits for Jesus. The prophets had anticipated restoration as the end of national judgement, not as the precursor to another round of national judgement. Further, Wright does not directly address the question of how Jesus' message of national judgement impinged upon the nature of the restoration which he was proclaiming. The nature of the restoration which Wright's Jesus announces differs substantially from that of his contemporaries. However, Wright does not seem to attribute these differences to Jesus' message of national judgement. Rather, national judgement is the consequence of refusing to accept Jesus' understanding of restoration at which he arrived in some other, unspecified way. Here is a problem: Jesus pronounces national judgement on his contemporaries for holding on to a hope of restoration which in many of its particulars -the defeat of Israel's oppressors, the re-establishment of a purified Israel in the Land focused on a renewed and glorious Temple -sounds for all the world like traditions stemming from the prophets.
If certain difficulties attend Wright's assimilation of the judgement sayings of Jesus to national judgement, his intuition about a number of them is correct: if located within the OT prophetic corpus, many of Jesus' sayings would be read without hesitation as declarations of coming judgement on Israel. It is possible that those texts in which Jesus directs a message of impending judgement toward his Jewish contemporaries simply refer to particular individuals within the nation. Even the most ardent first-century proponent of Jewish restorationism would not have thought that every Jew would escape the day of judgement. But can we merely assume that Jesus could not have spoken of national judgement? Of course, if Jesus did speak of national judgement, it would raise the question of the temporal relationship between this national judgement and final judgement. Still, that is essentially a separate and subsequent question. 12 Here I limit my focus to the question of whether Jesus did in fact announce coming judgement on the nation. What I propose is to examine specific points of contact between judgement in Jesus' message and expectations related to the hope of Israel's restoration.
1.1.3
National judgement and national restoration
The prophets had never struggled to hold together the expectations of national judgement and national restoration. Israel would be judged, but after judgement the nation would be restored. However, if Jesus expected national judgement, the matter is not so simple. The problem is not merely the temporal one noted above, namely, how does one squeeze in another iteration of national judgement if national restoration is imminent? Rather, the more acute difficulty presents itself if Jesus' eschatology is partially realized: how can the announcement of national judgement be reconciled with the belief that Israel's restoration had already begun? To anticipate the argument, it is my belief that Jesus did pronounce judgement over the nation as had many of the prophets before him. It need hardly be said that such an expectation had little place in the restorationism of Jesus' contemporaries. But it is also true that many of the themes and actions of Jesus' ministry seemed deliberately chosen for their power to evoke hopes of restoration: the choice of twelve disciples, the proclamation of the kingdom, the 'triumphal' entry. If Jesus participated in Jewish restorationism, how was his understanding of Israel's restoration affected by his proclamation of national judgement?
It is my intention to argue that Jesus' use of traditions of national judgement, often in terms drawn from the restorationism of his contemporaries, forced a reconception of national restoration. His revisionist understanding of Israel's restoration will be seen in his use of traditions related to certain constitutional features of the eschaton -the shape of Israel, purity, Land, and Temple -which are often merely assumed to have remained unaltered in Jesus' eschatology. What will emerge is an understanding of restoration which did not view Roman rule as the primary problem to which restoration was the answer. Though Jesus did not deny that restoration would ultimately entail the demise of Roman rule, his reformulation of restoration allowed for its realization under the conditions of Roman rule and thus made central Israel's condition and constitution in the present.
Method

Approach: Jesus' use of tradition
Israel's sacred traditions had never stood still. Even within the Old Testament, earlier traditions were frequently taken up and reapplied to new situations. Perhaps the most thorough investigation of this phenomenon is that of M. Fishbane. Fishbane distinguishes between the traditum and the traditio, by which he refers to the original content of tradition and the process by which that tradition is passed on. 13 Fishbane's particular concern is to trace the dynamic between traditum and traditio in the development of inner-biblical exegesis. Such exegesis 'starts with the received Scripture and moves forward to the interpretations based on it' with a concern not 'to reproduce the traditum, but to reactualize it in a new setting and a new way.
[The] aim is not to present the traditum, but rather to re[-]present it -and this is traditio.'
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The shift to a new historical context, however, is not straightforward. In the first place, there may be competing claims regarding how a tradition should be interpreted within the new situation, that is, how the traditum should be re-presented. For example, in the second century BCE, Theodotus and the Testament of Levi re-presented the story of the rape of Dinah in exactly opposite ways: in the latter, the rewritten story is unwashed anti-Samaritan propaganda; for Theodotus, the narrative is told in a way that both wards off such propaganda and legitimates Samaritan counterclaims. 15 Second, with the build-up of a body of tradition, there may be competing claims as to which part of the tradition is relevant to the new situation. J. A. Sanders has turned his attention to this latter issue in his perceptive investigation of what he calls 'prophetic criticism'. Sanders notes in particular the way in which the prophets challenged accepted use of sacred tradition, not only by setting forth alternative interpretations of the traditions held to be central by those they opposed but also by bringing alternative traditions to bear on the present moment. By thus setting forth a competing reappropriation of sacred tradition, the prophets called into question the way their contemporaries used Scripture to support a theological or ethical status quo which the prophets deemed unacceptable. 16 Following the lead of Fishbane and Sanders, I propose to examine the questions posed above by looking at the competing claims regarding Israel's sacred traditions that are evident within the Gospels. Of course, Jesus' claim to be the authoritative interpreter of Israel's legal traditions is widely acknowledged as a source of conflict. But what was Jesus' perception of the widely accepted re-presentation of restorationist traditions? Did he fully participate in this re-presentation of the traditions, as E. P. Sanders and others seem to suppose? Or are there indications that he reinterpreted the traditions at key points and brought alternative traditions to bear in ways which generated a quite different understanding of the promised restoration?
Approaching the Jesus materials in this way is not without complication, for it is immediately evident that we are not dealing merely with Jesus' use of traditum but also of traditio (reverting to Fishbane's distinction). The prophetic promises of national restoration had generated substantial reflection on the way in which restoration would take place, not least because of the 'cognitive dissonance' introduced by the failure of restoration hopes to materialize immediately after the return from exile as well as in subsequent generations which had reappropriated the traditions. 17 Recent scholarship has become increasingly aware of the diversity of Second Temple eschatological expectations. Perhaps there has been less awareness of the way in which the non-fulfilment of prophetic promises played a central role in the generation of quite diverse eschatological views regarding the concomitants of the eventual fulfilment. Once the promises had been removed from the framework of the historical return from exile, they had to be placed in another historical context. Scripture itself provided no clear-cut model for this relocation, but Scripture nevertheless continued to serve as the basis for such a relocation. Consequently Israel's traditions of restoration underwent substantial development in the intertestamental period and any attempt to evaluate competing claims regarding these traditions must take into account not only the traditions themselves but their continuing development, development to which both Jesus and his contemporaries were heirs.
1.2.2
Criteria of authenticity
The great undisputed fact of the first century is the emergence of Christianity from within Judaism. If the parting of the ways, or indeed partings of the ways, 18 originated with Jesus, the value of the much maligned criterion of double dissimilarity must in some sense be reaffirmed. Unlike Christianity, Jesus stayed within Judaism. On the other hand, how many Jews were handed over to the Romans to be crucified under the titulus 'king of the Jews'?
But if double dissimilarity remains useful for its ability to indicate the discontinuities between Jesus and both Judaism and Christianity, it is singularly unhelpful in explaining why Jesus, whatever his own intentions, came to be a transitional figure between Judaism and Christianity. It may be anachronistic to think of Jesus as the 'founder of Christianity', but Christianity must in some sense be seen as part of his effective history. The crucial question, then, is how to understand Jesus as one who operated within the 'constraints' of Judaism and yet generated a movement which soon could no longer be accommodated within Judaism.
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From this it should be clear that I regard double dissimilarity as being of very little use in the evaluation of individual sayings and traditions. To the extent that it remains useful, it is to act as a check on constructions which dissolve Jesus wholly into either Judaism or Christianity. But what criteria would enable us to demonstrate the authenticity of particular traditions? Here I have adopted an ad hoc approach, making use of the various criteria when relevant. However, there is a growing awareness that the traditional criteria -chiefly dissimilarity, multiple attestation, consistency, embarrassment -cannot be applied in a vacuum, as if the isolation of authentic Jesus material were a purely objective and positivistic enterprise. Judgements about what is dissimilar, consistent or embarrassing depend on prior hypotheses about Jesus, Judaism and early Christianity; multiple attestation presupposes prior judgements regarding the dates and interdependence of our sources.
Of the two sorts of judgements which lie behind the various criteria, those presupposed by the criterion of multiple attestation are perhaps least significant. This is not to say they are unimportant. The energy expended on the synoptic problem suggests otherwise. I am reasonably convinced that the two-source hypothesis is correct and occasionally appeal to multiple attestation on that basis. But relatively little of the Jesus material is multiply attested, and even where multiple attestation can be shown, it only demonstrates that the tradition in question is earlier than the earliest of the sources in which it is found. Its applicability and value are therefore limited, suggesting that even when it applies, it does not demonstrate but merely raises the likelihood of authenticity.
Much more important are prior hypotheses about Jesus, Judaism and early Christianity. It is at this point that scholars have been much less candid about their presuppositions. Though it continues to be the underlying premise of the most comprehensive of the recent works on Jesus, 20 it must be questioned whether it is really possible to build up a portrait of Jesus in a strictly inductive way by sifting the traditions through an ostensibly objective application of the criteria. As a result, several scholars have acknowledged the need to place Jesus research on a broader footing.
An initial move in this direction is evident in the work of G. 23 Theissen regards the Christian sources as part of the Wirkungsgeschichte Jesu and so the historical influence of a tradition is plausible either if it corresponds with the content of other independent traditions or if it runs counter to the Tendenz of its source. 24 Second, whatever evinces a unique profile for Jesus within the Jewish context is likely to be authentic. 25 The first of these appears simply to be Theissen's way of reintroducing the criteria of coherence and embarrassment in slightly modified forms which are vulnerable to the criticisms noted above. The second is still more problematic: it presupposes that we know in advance what the unique profile of Jesus is.
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But whatever weaknesses the 'historical coherence' of Evans and the 'historical plausibility' of Theissen may have as criteria, they have the advantage of making explicit what had previously functioned as an unstated (sometimes unconscious) assumption: that our judgements about the authenticity of particular traditions are inevitably affected by our antecedent understanding of Judaism, early Christianity and even Jesus. It is awareness of this that has led D. Allison and N. T. Wright to acknowledge up front that they apply the various criteria within the framework of a prior paradigm.
27 This is not to make their reconstructions of Jesus nonfalsifiable, nor their conclusions predetermined, but only to admit that no history proceeds as an objective build-up of recovered data, innocent of any and all presuppositions. In other words, all history necessarily moves from hypothesis to verification or modification.
One further observation is necessary. Our approach to the traditions of Jesus must necessarily be at least moderately conservative. The reasons are two. First, the various criteria are unreliable as negative tests. It is quite conceivable that a particular tradition fail every test and yet still be authentic. 28 We may hesitate to base a reconstruction of Jesus on such material, but it should be worrying if very little of the material which is not demonstrably authentic agrees with our reconstruction. Second, and more important, D. Allison has recently pointed out that as we move along a continuum from the hypothetical authenticity of every tradition to the authenticity of only, say, six sayings, there is a point at which the quest for Jesus suffers a methodological meltdown. If Jesus is, in fact, the source of only six sayings, it is impossible to say which six. 'In order to solve a criminal case one must have some decent witnesses.' In other words, our sources must be generally reliable about Jesus if we are to have any idea which material does not stem from Jesus. Thus Allison points out that if we felt constrained to excise all the eschatological materials from the Jesus tradition, we would have to conclude that our sources are so misleading that they cannot be trusted to tell us anything. 29 I am not here attempting to resurrect the burden-of-proof debate. I am suggesting that either our sources exclude some prior paradigms out of hand or they are useless; paradigms which require the dismissal of vast amounts of the tradition are inherently unlikely. Thus, the reconstruction likely to be most accurate is that which accounts for the most material for which authenticity can be demonstrated and at the same time requires the rejection of the least amount of material for which authenticity cannot be demonstrated.
As indicated at the beginning of this chapter, the paradigm with which I begin takes Jesus to be a prophet of restoration and judgement. It is within this paradigm that I now turn to an investigation of the questions posed above.
Excursus: Jesus and the end of exile
The scholar whose overall hypothesis about Jesus is perhaps most similar to that proposed here is N. T. Wright. Though disagreements at a number of points will become plain in the course of this study, one important aspect of Wright's reconstruction which differs significantly from this study must be mentioned at the outset. I refer to Wright's proposal that within Second Temple Judaism there was a broad perception that the exile was ongoing. 30 The examples Wright adduces certainly indicate an awareness that many Jews continued to live outside the Land and reflect a hope that restoration would bring about their return. But what do such texts tell us about the world-view of first-century Jews living in the Land under Roman rule? Was continuing exile simply assumed as an unquestioned part of the national psyche, as Wright suggests?
The significance of the term 'exile' for Wright does not lie primarily in the fact that many first-century Jews lived outside the Land; Wright can speak of Jews being in exile while 'in their own land'. For Wright, the term does not have the sense that its OT equivalents bear which involve literally being away from one's land (e.g. Amos 7.11, 18). Rather, Wright uses the term as a shorthand for Israel's plight and suggests that most firstcentury Jews who lived in the Land did so as well. It is at least ironic that he has chosen a term which connotes removal from the Land to describe the situation of Jews living in the Land.
Wright's choice of this metaphor is predicated on the well-substantiated fact that many first-century Jews believed themselves to be in bondage and longed for the fulfilment of prophetic promises of restoration. Within the biblical narratives, captivity to foreign powers and the hope of restoration are both closely tied to exile. Exile serves as the climax of Israel's enslavement to other nations, and the promises of restoration are firmly associated by the biblical prophets with the return of the exiles from Babylon in the sixth century BCE. These associations lead Wright to infer that Israelites generally believed themselves to be still in exile.
Inasmuch as Wright uses 'exile' to sum up this sense of bondage and hope of restoration, he often means by it little more than 'non-restoration'. Used in this way, K. Snodgrass is correct to point out that whether Jews actually believed themselves to be in exile is irrelevant: the realities to which Wright refers with the term are clearly attested. 31 That many Jews believed themselves to be in bondage and longed for Israel's restoration are not new observations. Thus, the fact that Wright sets forth his paradigm of ongoing exile as a central and innovative part of his reconstructions of Second Temple Judaism and of Jesus indicates that more is at stake. Indeed, Wright's exegesis of a number of texts explicitly depends on a specific awareness of ongoing exile in the minds of first-century Jews. His paradigmatic exegesis of the parable of the prodigal son is a case in point. Wright supposes that the text's reference to the prodigal son going into a far country would have been readily understood as a reference to the nation going into exile.
32 However, such a meaning would only be detected if Israel's literal sixth-century-BCE departure from the Land had become a metaphor in terms of which first-century Jews in the Land understood their circumstances.
If Second Temple Jews understood their situation as one of ongoing exile, it is clear that they did not often describe their situation in such terms. As I have said, Wright's case is largely an inference, for texts in which exile language occurs are rare. This is not to deny that many Second Temple texts lament the fact that many Jews continued to live outside the Land and that the regathering of these Jews was an anticipated part of restoration. But can such texts tell us anything of the way Jews in the Land thought about themselves and their circumstances? Wright cites a number of texts which refer to Jews scattered among the Gentiles -these are the only texts in which exile language sometimes does occur (Tobit 14.5-7, Baruch 3.6-8) -but does not note that they refer to the literal situation of Jews living outside the Land rather than to the way in which Jews living in the Land perceived themselves. The fact that many Jews were living 'in a kind of exile from the Land' in no way indicates that those who were not thought of themselves as being 'in exile'. Nor is it clear that even Jews of the Diaspora regularly thought of themselves as being in exile. No doubt some did. However, prior to the Bar Kochba revolt, R. Aqiba reached the conclusion that the ten tribes would not return (m. Sanh. 10.3), perhaps, as Klausner suggests, because he found among Jews of distant lands little enthusiasm to return.
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Much of the evidence for Wright's view stems from texts in which there is an awareness that Israel was in bondage. C. A. Evans, in particular, has marshalled the evidence of this widespread sense of bondage. 34 At first glance, the effort expended to prove this seems odd, since scholars have long accepted this perception as commonplace. However, unlike most scholars, Wright's and Evans' unstated equation of bondage to exile lead them to regard this evidence as manifest support for Wright's view. Three observations, however, count against the inference that such texts imply a sense of ongoing exile.
First, there were ample precedents for speaking about Israel's captivity to foreign nations while in its own Land without reference to exile. Such situations had often occurred within Israel's history and were rectified not with an end of exile but with the liberation of the people and the Land from foreign domination. I shall argue in the following chapter that despite the frequent association of the so-called 'sign prophets' of the first century with the Exodus, the promised signs which can be identified are those which relate most properly to the Conquest. In other words, some first-century Jews seem to have regarded their circumstances not so much as analogous to or an extension of the Babylonian exile but rather as comparable to the time immediately preceding the Conquest.
Second, Wright's equation of bondage to exile reflects his strong emphasis on the storyline of Israel reflected in much of the Old Testament which follows a straight-line trajectory from exile to restoration. That is why prophetic hopes for restoration are framed as hopes for the end of exile. But that is only how Israel's story should have turned out, not how it did turn out. The ensuing history was considerably more complex.
And, without invalidating the promises of restoration, the sources often acknowledge this complexity, as is clear even from post-exilic biblical works like Zechariah and Haggai. Evans cites Josephus' statement in Jewish War 5.395-6 regarding Israel's enslavement to Rome as proof that Jews regarded themselves as 'still in exile', 35 but Josephus is explicit that he regards the beginning of Jewish slavery as having occurred because of the Jewish civil strife leading to Pompey's entrance and the subjugation of those 'who were unworthy of liberty'. Inasmuch as Josephus regards the enslavement that began under Pompey as the end of a preceding period of liberty, it is difficult to see how or why he would have connected this new situation of bondage with exile.
That Josephus regards the period preceding the entrance of Pompey as a time of liberty reflects a positive remembrance of the Hasmonean dynasty. Though, as we shall see, it was possible to regard the time between the exile and the Maccabean revolt as uniformly negative, it is difficult to imagine that in the heady days of Hasmonean success, people still widely perceived themselves to be in exile. Foreign domination had been shrugged off and national borders were expanding, so even if there was still a longing for the fulfilment of certain restoration promises such as a glorified Temple and a gathered Diaspora, Hasmonean hegemony could scarcely have felt like or been understood as continuing exile. Of course, this does not mean that the period of Jewish independence under the Hasmoneans could not have later been reinterpreted negatively as another manifestation of Israel's unbroken exile. Yet many Jews continued to look back on the early Hasmonean success as days of glory marked by the blessing of God, and in so far as they did, they would not have considered the centuries since the exile as an uninterrupted period of punishment.
A similar acknowledgement of the complex history following the return from exile is apparent in Testament of Naphtali 4 where restoration from exile is followed by a return to sin and yet another exile. Similarly, the vision recorded in 2 Baruch, in which history is cast as twelve waters alternately dark and bright, implies that the time of the exile was simply another period of darkness to be followed by further periods of both dark and light (2 Bar. 53-74): the exile is the eleventh flood of dark waters followed by the twelfth period of bright waters marked by the rebuilding of Zion, the restoration of the sacrifices and priestly ministry, and the coming of the nations to honour Zion, though 'not as fully as before' (2 Bar. 68). This twelfth period of bright waters stands for the Hasmonean ascendancy. It brings the dark period begun by the exile to an end, yet it is not the fulfilment of prophetic hopes. Indeed, after this twelfth period comes a further final cycle of dark and bright waters: the intensely dark Roman distress followed by the eschaton. This indicates that the author does not perceive the entire Second Temple period as a time of unremitting exile which continues through to the present. Rather, the period was characterized by the same oscillations in national fortune and covenant faithfulness as had marked out Israel's preceding history.
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This does not mean that each experience of bondage might not have been understood as a metaphorical exile, but such a conclusion cannot be supported by positing a universally accepted homogenized view of Israel's post-exilic history. 37 Third, the failure of the promises of restoration to materialize after the return of the exiles from Babylon produced a monumental theological difficulty, which could not be and was not explained as simply a continuation of the exile. The complex history which followed the return from Babylon was matched by a similarly complex theological response. One response is seen in texts, frequently cited by Wright, which stem from the period immediately following the return of the captives from Babylon and lament the fact that, despite the return from exile, the people remain slaves in their own land (Ezra 9.8-9; Neh. 9.36).
38 But recent scholarship on Ezra-Nehemiah has brought into focus the importance of seeing the way a partially realized eschatology is at work in the books. J. G. McConville, building on the work of K. Koch, has highlighted a number of echoes in Ezra and Nehemiah of prophetic restoration texts; such echoes reveal that the return was viewed as part of the restoration and regarded as the awaited new Exodus from Babylon. However, the restoration is viewed not as a once-and-for-all act of God but as an ongoing process in which the repentance and covenant faithfulness of the people play a part. 39 In other words, the problem of Ezra-Nehemiah is not so much one of continuing exile but of incomplete restoration; for the author(s) of Ezra-Nehemiah, to equate the two, as Wright does, would have been to deny a key moment in the outworking of God's eschatological purposes.
If one common response to the failure of restoration to accompany the return to exile was to attribute the aborted restoration and recurrent bondage to inadequate repentance on the part of the people, a number of texts also deal with the problem by flattening the significance of the seventy-year exile and the subsequent return. Such texts sustain the hope of imminent restoration not by positing an extension of exile but by dissociating restoration from exile. This phenomenon is witnessed in a wide range of texts.
In the historical survey of the Animal Apocalypse, the exile is in no way distinguished from Israel's subsequent history. At some point prior to the destruction of Solomon's Temple -either with the Assyrian or with the Babylonian onslaught -Israel is placed under the dominion of seventy shepherds. The installation of these angelic over-lords serves to explain why the affliction of Israel during this period exceeded its proper measure. This outcome, however, is merely an intensification of God's punishment of Israel through captivity to foreign powers which had characterized the whole sweep of Israel's history. A scattering of the sheep is mentioned in 1 Enoch 89.75 after the description of the rebuilding of the Temple, but it is a scattering that occurs throughout the period. Though the author anticipates the regathering of the scattered sheep, that event is ancillary to the restoration of sight to the blinded sheep and of freedom under the leadership of Judas Maccabeus. Thus, in the Animal Apocalypse, it is not so much that Israel's experience of captivity has been subsumed under the rubric of exile as the other way round.
The texts in Jubilees which several scholars have taken to reflect the perception that exile was ongoing 40 in fact evince a reading of the Deuteronomic curses in which exile is simply one of the curses. In Jubilees 23, the curses for covenant unfaithfulness reflect the experience of Israel from the exile right down to the author's own day in the mid second century BCE. One obvious way of reading the curses of Deuteronomy 32 is to see exile as the ultimate punishment invoked only when the other curses had at last failed to bring Israel out of its recurrent recalcitrance. But in Jubilees 23 the significance of the exile has been reduced: the 'evil generation' in view experiences all the curses without apparent differentiation; captivity is simply one of a litany of curses (23.13; cf. 23.22) meted out over an extended period by a plurality of nations (23.23). a metaphorical sense. Indeed, both of these texts respond to the problem created by the close association of exile with restoration by reducing the significance of the exile, subsuming it within a much longer period of divine punishment on Israel.
The conclusion to be drawn from these texts which reflect on Israel's state of bondage appears, then, to be exactly the opposite of that reached by Wright and Evans: not an expansion of exile to allow its use in an extended sense, but a reduction of the exile's significance in order to ameliorate the difficulty created by the prophets' close association of exile and redemption.
Finally, we have seen that because exile and restoration are inseparable for Wright, much of the evidence for his case is drawn from texts which indicate a widespread hope of restoration. Because of the connection of exile and restoration, a continued sense of exile is inferred from a continued hope of restoration. There is evidence, however, that at least some Jews did not believe that the delay in the fulfilment of restoration promises was an indication of God's continued disapprobation, whether under the rubric of exile or otherwise. One of the primary ways in which Jewish writers dealt with the problem of delay was to attribute the time of the End to the sovereign mystery of the divine counsel: the End will come at the appointed time. Such a view was not fully compatible with the belief that the End was contingent on Israel's repentance, though repentance could itself be regarded as a divinely ordained precursor to restoration. 45 But at various times, some came to believe that Israel had repented. For these, suffering was no longer simply God's chastisement of the rebellious nation but rather the unjust affliction of the righteous, and the delay of restoration was ascribed to God's inscrutable decree. So, for instance, writing as part of the penitent, yet still-afflicted community of the new covenant, the author of 1QpHab 7.6-13 asserts that 'the final age shall be prolonged, and shall exceed all that the Prophets have said; for the mysteries of God are astounding . . . For all the ages of God reach their appointed end as he determines for them in the mysteries of his wisdom.' Of course, the experience of foreign bondage or other calamities could be simultaneously perceived as both the just punishment of the wicked as well as the unjust affliction of the righteous. Nevertheless, to the extent that a group came to regard itself as true Israel, there would have been a correspondingly decreased sense that Israel was experiencing divine punishment. The length of the delay might still be explained as an expression of God's patience in allowing others to join in the repentance, 46 but the delay of the promises of restoration did not therefore generate a self-awareness by the penitent righteous that they were yet experiencing the judgement of God.
We see an example of this complex set of ideas in the Animal Apocalypse of 1 Enoch. In the consignment of the sheep to the seventy shepherds there is a strong sense that the time of Israel's punishment is under divine control. The suffering of the sheep under the shepherds is just punishment for their waywardness. At the same time, the shepherds are held accountable for ravaging the sheep beyond the measure ordered by God (89.59-66). Thus, when some of the sheep open their eyes and begin to see prior to the end of the appointed time, their afflictions are anything but just, as the response of the Lord of the sheep indicates. Rather, their distress reflects the particularly excessive brutality of the final twelve shepherds (1 Enoch 90.17).
This way of viewing things suggests the likelihood that those who regarded the emergence of righteous Israel as having occurred prior to the end of the appointed evil age did not always view their continued suffering as punishment from God. Rather, they explained their continued affliction in different categories. Thus, at Qumran, the community's afflictions were understood, for instance, as part of the eschatological distress (1QH 3.7-10) 47 or as atonement for the defiled Land which they looked to inherit (1QS 8.3-10). Inasmuch as those who perceived themselves as the penitent righteous adopted such alternative explanations for their suffering, it is illegitimate to infer from their continued hope of restoration the belief that they were still in exile. Admittedly, this tells us very little about whether such groups regarded Israel's experience prior to their formation in terms of exile, but it does indicate the possibility that restoration hopes could be cherished without an awareness of still being in exile.
The exile, then, should not be thought an invariable aspect of Israel's ongoing self-awareness. Wright is certainly correct to perceive a widespread awareness of bondage and belief that the promises of restoration had not yet been fulfilled, but to extrapolate from this a corresponding belief that exile was ongoing serves only to distort the complex history of Israel and its interpretation within Second Temple Judaism, as well as key elements of the Jesus tradition.
